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PHÒNG GD&ĐT CAM LỘ
----------------

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC

ĐỀ THI HỌC KỲ II
MÔN TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 6
Năm học: 2015 - 2016

(Thời gian 45 phút không kể thời gian phát đề)

A. LISTENING:
I. Listen and tick the box. (0,75pts). There is one example.
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II. Listen and write T (True) or F (False). (1,25 pts)

Statements T F
1. Jenny thinks we might live with robots
2. Henry thinks we might travel to the Moon
3. Jenny thinks robots might not clean our houses
4. Henry thinks we will stay on the Moon for a short time
5. Jenny thinks might help us do the housework

B. USE OF ENGLISH:
I. Choose a word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest : (0.5
pt)

1. A. bath B. truth C. breathe D. thin
2. A. fast B. bag C. stand D. fact

II. Choose A, B, C, or D for each gap in the following sentences: (2.0 pts)
1. …………..do you watch Television? Twice a day

A. When B. How often C. How
2.We …………..breakfast an hour ago.

A. have B . had C. to have
3. Have you ………….been to America ?

A. ever B. never C. for
4. Our father goes …………….twice a month

A.. fish B. fishing C. to fish
5. We ………….have solar energy in the future

A. would B. could C. will
6 Air pollution can cause …………..

A. lung cancer B . blood cancer C. eye cancer
7. Please don’t cut down the trees because ………….effects badly on the environment.

A. water pollution B. air pollution C. deforestation
8. When your glass is broken, you can ………..it to make a new one .

A. use B. recycle C. reduce

III. Complete the sentence using the tenses (0.5 pt)
1. Have you ever (be)………...to Singapore?
2. It might ( rain )…………….tomorrow.

C. READING:
I. Read the passage and tick true or false (T/ F). (2.0 pt)

Moscow
This building is in Moscow. Moscow is the biggest city in Russia. There are nine

different towers and they are painted different colors. What do you think it look like ? Lot of
giant ice creams? An enormous cake? The colors are bright but this building is more than 450
years old
* Answer T/F?

1- .............. Moscow is the biggest city in Russia.
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2- .............. There are nineteen different towers.
3- .............. They are painted the same colors.
4- .............. This building is more than 450 years old.

D. WRITING:
Rearrange these sentences (1.5 pts)

1. If / save / use / we / less /gas /, we / energy/ will
...................................................................................................................................
2. In the year 2030, / for/ be able to do all / housework /us./ robots/will/the
...................................................................................................................................
3. went /with/ his /yesterday/ classmates/ Nam/ camping
………………………………………………………………………………………

----- The end -----
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HƯỚNG DẪN CHẤM
ĐỀ THI HỌC KỲ II – NĂM HỌC 2015-2016

MÔN: TIẾNG ANH 6
A. LISTENING:
I. Listen and tick the box. (0,75pts)

1A 2C 3B
II. Listen and write T (True) or F (False) (1.25 pts)

Statements T F
1. Jenny thinks we might live with robots T
2. Henry thinks we might travel to the Moon T
3. Jenny thinks robots might not clean our houses F
4. Henry thinks we will stay on the Moon for a short time F
5. Jenny thinks robots might help us do the housework T

B. USE OF ENGLISH :
I. Choose a word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest : (0.5
points)

1. C. breathe 2. A. fast

II. Choose A, B, C, or D for each gap in the following sentences: (2.0 pts)
1 2 3 4

B. How often B. had A. ever B. fishing

5 6 7 8
C. will A. lung cancer C. deforestation B. recycle

III. Complete the sentence using the tenses (0.5 pt)
1. been 2. rain

C. READING
I. Read the passage and tick True or false ( T/ F) (2.0 pt)

1-....... T....... Moscow is the biggest city in Russia
2- ....... F...... There are nineteen different towers
3-........ F...... They are painted the same colors
4- ....... T ..... This building is more than 450 years old

D. WRITING:
Rearrange these sentences (1.5pts)
1. If we use less gas, we will save energy
2. In the year 2030, robots will be able to do all the housework for us.
3. Nam went camping with his classmates yesterday. Yesterday, Nam went camping with

his classmates./.


